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Key Points:13

• GRACE observations of terrestrial water storage (TWS) in northwest India show14

trends likely associated with groundwater extraction.15

• Land models in global assimilation systems do not usually represent anthropogenic16

processes such as groundwater extraction and irrigation.17

• Assimilation of GRACE observations introduces realistic trends in TWS and ground-18

water along with an erroneous trend in evapotranspiration.19
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Abstract20

This study investigates some of the benefits and drawbacks of assimilating Terrestrial21

Water Storage (TWS) observations from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment22

(GRACE) into a land surface model over India. GRACE observes TWS depletion associ-23

ated with anthropogenic groundwater extraction in northwest India. The model, however,24

does not represent anthropogenic groundwater withdrawals and is not skillful in reproduc-25

ing the interannual variability of groundwater. Assimilation of GRACE TWS introduces26

long-term trends and improves the interannual variability in groundwater. But the assim-27

ilation also introduces a negative trend in simulated evapotranspiration whereas in reality28

evapotranspiration is likely enhanced by irrigation, which is also unmodeled. Moreover, in29

situ measurements of shallow groundwater show no trend, suggesting that the trends are30

erroneously introduced by the assimilation into the modeled shallow groundwater, when in31

reality the groundwater is depleted in deeper aquifers. The results emphasize the impor-32

tance of representing anthropogenic processes in land surface modeling and data assimila-33

tion systems.34
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1 Introduction and Background35

India is the world’s largest user of groundwater resources [Aeschbach-Hertig and36

Gleeson, 2012], and irrigation accounts for more than 85% of its groundwater withdrawals37

[FAO, 2013]. The current rate of groundwater consumption is unsustainable and may38

eventually increase poverty and food insecurity in rural India [Zaveri et al., 2016]. Mon-39

itoring these risks is essential in this era of rapid socio-economic growth and climate40

change. This will require an improved understanding of the factors that affect groundwa-41

ter and of the relationship between groundwater and other components of the water cycle42

such as soil moisture, vegetation, precipitation and evapotranspiration.43

Global assessment of groundwater depletion and variations has been facilitated by44

observations from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mis-45

sion [Tapley et al., 2004]. GRACE provides monthly, vertically-integrated estimates of ter-46

restrial water storage (TWS) anomalies (departures from the long-term mean), at coarse47

spatial scales (∼300 km). TWS comprises groundwater, soil water, surface water, snow,48

and ice. GRACE observations have been used to estimate groundwater depletion rates49

around the world [Famiglietti and Rodell, 2013]. In particular, Rodell et al. [2009]; Tiwari50

et al. [2009]; Shamsudduha et al. [2012]; Panda and Wahr [2016], studied groundwater de-51

pletion in India based on GRACE TWS observations. In these studies, groundwater was52

isolated from the observed (GRACE) TWS by subtracting independent estimates of sur-53

face water and offline (land-only) model estimates of soil water, snow, and ice. The effects54

of groundwater depletion and irrigation on soil moisture and evapotranspiration were not55

assessed.56

Assimilation of GRACE observations into a land surface model permits investiga-57

tion of the impacts of groundwater depletion on other water storage compartments and the58

fluxes between them. It also enables spatial, vertical, and temporal disaggregation of the59

TWS components, including groundwater, surface and root zone soil moisture and snow60

[Zaitchik et al., 2008], while preserving the internal consistency of the modeled storages61

and fluxes and taking into account uncertainties due to model and observational errors.62

Model uncertainty is caused by errors in surface meteorological forcing, model parame-63

ters, and model structural errors. Some of the uncertainty is related to unmodeled pro-64

cesses, most notably human impacts such as pumping from aquifers, irrigation, or water65

management [Ozdogan et al., 2010]. Further, it is common to rescale the observations66

prior to data assimilation in order to address model and observation biases (e.g., Reichle67
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and Koster [2004]). However, such rescaling may discard important signals in the obser-68

vations [Kumar et al., 2015]. Thus, a remaining challenge in data assimilation is to isolate69

errors caused by unmodeled processes so that the true observational features are not ex-70

cluded during data assimilation [Kumar et al., 2015].71

In this study, we investigate the extent to which GRACE data assimilation can over-72

come modeling errors, including errors that arise from the lack of representation of ground-73

water extraction and irrigation. Simulated TWS, groundwater, and evapotranspiration are74

evaluated over India, where the assimilated GRACE TWS observations contain trends due75

to the ongoing groundwater depletion, an anthropogenic and unmodeled process. Benefits76

and drawbacks of the assimilation scheme are evaluated in terms of its ability to improve77

simulated seasonal and interannual variability and trends.78
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2 Methods and Data79

2.1 Model and Forcings80

Consistent with Girotto et al. [2016], this work uses the Catchment land surface81

model (CLSM, Koster et al. [2000]) and Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research82

Application (MERRA) meteorological forcing data [Rienecker et al., 2011]. CLSM is one83

of the few widely used land surface models that includes a basic representation of shallow84

(unconfined) groundwater storage variations (Koster et al. [2000]; their Figure 2). How-85

ever, it does not simulate deeper multilayer aquifers or dynamic surface water hydrology86

(e.g., lakes and rivers). The study domain encompasses India and Bangladesh and covers87

January 2003 to December 2015. The simulations are performed on a 36-km Equal Area88

Scalable Earth (version 2) grid [Brodzik et al., 2012].89

2.2 GRACE Terrestrial Water Storage Observations90

The Level-3, monthly, 1◦x1◦ gridded, spherical harmonic based GRACE TWS prod-91

uct available from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov) is used. The92

data are a truncated and smoothed [Landerer and Swenson, 2012] version of the RL0593

solution from the Center for Space Research at the University of Texas. Prior to data as-94

similation, we rescale the GRACE TWS observations to match the long-term mean and95

standard deviation of the model [Girotto et al., 2016]. This does not imply that the cli-96

matology of the model is more correct than that of the observations; it is done to remove97

the long-term systematic bias in the mean and variance between the model and the ob-98

servations while preserving trends and seasonal-to-interannual variations in the rescaled99

observations.100

2.3 Data Assimilation101

The assimilation system is fully described in Girotto et al. [2016]. Here, only the102

key points and differences are noted. A 3D ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) is used, where103

the “3D" notation refers to the fact that the filter distributes information horizontally as104

well as vertically [Reichle and Koster, 2003; De Lannoy et al., 2010]. The assimilation105

method is similar to an ensemble smoother approach, i.e., it is a “two-step" scheme in106

which the land model integration is performed twice over the course of the same month:107

first to collect monthly TWS observation-minus-forecast differences (i.e., innovations), and108
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a second time to update that month’s simulated TWS using increments computed from109

the observation-minus-forecast residuals obtained in the first integration. The observation110

predictions are computed by spatially aggregating the monthly TWS estimates from the111

36-km model grid using a Gaussian smoothing average function with a 300-km half-width112

distance (to match the resolution of the GRACE TWS observations; Section 2.2). The en-113

semble forecast perturbation parameters used here match those reported in Girotto et al.114

[2016] except that we doubled the standard deviation associated with the uncertainty in115

the “catdef" model prognostic variable (Table S1). This was done because the innovation116

statistics [Desroziers et al., 2005] indicated that the data assimilation approach required117

increased model uncertainties (not shown).118

2.4 Groundwater in Situ Measurements119

The Central Ground Water Board of India measures groundwater levels four times120

a year during January, April/May, August and November [CGWB, 2014]. The data used121

in this work cover the period from January 2005 to December 2013. Groundwater lev-122

els are measured using piezometers in non-pumping wells that are typically located in the123

shallowest (water table) aquifer and thus represent unconfined or perched aquifers, but not124

deeper aquifers. Consequently, these measurements are not directly representative of deep125

aquifers from which groundwater may be extracted, but the data are informative about the126

human-induced shallow water recharge by irrigation. The data represent equivalent heights127

of water (i.e., the product of water elevation and specific yield) as described in Bhanja128

et al. [2016]. The data have been quality controlled for temporal continuity and outliers.129

We aggregated the in situ groundwater measurements from the 3297 well locations to the130

36-km model grid, resulting in groundwater validation measurements for 1452 grid cells131

(out of 2899) within the simulation domain (Figure 1d). This abundance of in situ mea-132

surement locations is unprecedented for GRACE assimilation studies.133

2.5 Trend Analysis and Evaluation Metrics134

A modified version of the nonparametric Mann-Kendall test was used to identify the135

statistical significance of trends in observed and simulated TWS, groundwater, and evapo-136

transpiration, taking into account the temporal autocorrelation in the time series [Hamed137

and Ramachandra Rao, 1998]. The trend magnitude is computed as the median of the138

slopes calculated from consecutive pairs of sample points [Sen, 1968].139
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Simulated TWS and groundwater are evaluated in terms of time series correlation140

(R) and anomaly correlation (anomR) with observations, and their 95% confidence inter-141

vals. The anomR values are calculated after removing both the long-term trends and the142

mean seasonal cycle from the time series, where the seasonal cycle is calculated as the143

multi-year average for each calendar month. That is, the R metric is sensitive to trends144

as well as the seasonal and interannual variability, whereas the anomR metric is sensitive145

only to the interannual variability. Spatially averaged metrics are computed using a clus-146

tering algorithm [Girotto et al., 2016].147
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3 Results and Discussion148

3.1 Trends in TWS and Groundwater149

GRACE TWS observations suggest that a significant negative trend exists in north-150

west India with a maximum rate of -1.7 cm/year near Delhi, a region with intense irriga-151

tion (compare trends in Figure 1a with areas equipped for irrigation in Figure 2). This is152

consistent with earlier studies [Rodell et al., 2009; Tiwari et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2014],153

which attributed the trend to groundwater extraction for irrigating crops. A negative trend154

in TWS (-0.7 cm/year) in the state of Tamil Nadu in southern India (Figure 1a) is also155

ascribed to irrigated agriculture (Chinnasamy and Agoramoorthy [2015]). TWS has in-156

creased during the study period in west-central India (Maharashtra, Gujarat, and Mad-157

hya Pradesh; Figure 1a). This region relies more heavily on surface water reservoirs than158

on groundwater to meet its freshwater needs [Soni and Syed, 2015]. The positive trend159

reflects both a recent increase in precipitation and the filling of reservoirs [Tiwari et al.,160

2009].161

There are no consistent patterns of shallow groundwater trends seen in the in situ162

data, except in the region of Tamil Nadu (southern India, Figure 1d), where a weak nega-163

tive trend is also present in the TWS observations (Figure 1a). On average, trends in the164

in situ groundwater measurements are mixed to positive, which is in disagreement with165

GRACE indicating larger areas with a stronger decrease in TWS than increase.166

This discrepancy can likely be attributed to differences in the exact quantities ob-167

served by GRACE and the situ measurements. Groundwater pumping for irrigation mainly168

depletes water from the deep aquifers into which most agricultural wells are installed.169

GRACE cannot distinguish shallow from deep groundwater or other TWS components and170

lumps them all together as a single quantity. Hence the intense depletion of deep aquifers171

in northern India dominates the GRACE signal in that region. The in situ groundwater172

measurements, on the other hand, sample only shallow groundwater (Section 2.4). More-173

over, rain and irrigation drainage rapidly percolate to the water table or flow directly into174

the open wells [Panda and Wahr, 2016]. As a result, the in situ measurements do not re-175

flect the long-term changes occurring in the deep aquifers but are useful for evaluating176

short-term processes (i.e., meteorologically-driven or irrigation enhanced-recharge in shal-177

low aquifers).178

The model-only simulation also does not replicate the negative TWS trend in north-179

west India (Figure 1b). By construction, trends are visible in the assimilation case (Fig-180
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ure 1c), consistent with those in the assimilated GRACE TWS observations (Figure 1a).181

For example, the depletion rate in Delhi is -0.75 cm/year in the assimilation case, which is182

about half of the maximum rate of change in the observed TWS (-1.7 cm/year). Thus, the183

assimilated result is a compromise between the absence of a trend in the modeled TWS184

and the GRACE-observed TWS trend.185

Likewise, there are no significant trends in the model-only groundwater estimates186

(Figure 1e). GRACE TWS assimilation introduces patterns of groundwater trends (Figure187

1f) that are comparable to those seen in TWS (Figure 1c). For lack of deep aquifers in188

the Catchment model, the assimilation (perhaps erroneously) introduces the trends in the189

shallow groundwater, and also (correctly, as will be shown later) updates the groundwa-190

ter simulations for seasonal and short-term errors. The trend patterns in the assimilation,191

however, are different from those of the in situ (shallow) groundwater measurements (Fig-192

ure 1d). While there is some agreement in Tamil Nadu (negative trends) and in Madhya193

Pradesh and Andhara Pradesh (positive trends), no trend is present in the in situ ground-194

water measurements in northwest India (Figure 1d), where the assimilation results indicate195

strong negative trends (Figure 1f).196

Figure 3 illustrates, for the location in northwest India with the strongest TWS trend,197

the assimilated GRACE TWS observations along with groundwater estimates from the in-198

dependent in situ measurements, the model-only, and the assimilation estimates. All time199

series show a similar amplitude and phase of the seasonal cycle (Figure 3a). GRACE in-200

dicates a strong negative TWS trend, which is not simulated by the model and is also not201

observed in the shallow groundwater measurements. The assimilation corrects the overly202

dry modeled groundwater estimates during 2003-2005, but it fails to adjust the overly wet203

model estimates towards the very dry TWS observations during 2010-2016. The latter is204

a consequence of a lower limit in modeled TWS, which is determined by the prescribed205

depth-to-bedrock [Houborg et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012].206

Anomalies in GRACE TWS and in situ groundwater measurements (after removing207

secular trends and the seasonal cycle) indicate dry conditions (negative anomalies) during208

2007, 2009 and 2010, while the model-only experiment indicates near-normal conditions209

in those years (Figure 3b). GRACE data assimilation induces negative TWS and ground-210

water anomalies in those years, thereby improving the agreement between simulated and211

observed groundwater. Likewise, the GRACE-observed wet period during winter 2003-212

2004 is underestimated by the model and corrected by the assimilation (Figure 3b).213
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3.2 Trends in Evapotranspiration Fluxes214

We evaluated trends in additional water budget components. For example, an anal-215

ysis of soil moisture yields similar conclusions to those found for the model-only and as-216

similation groundwater results (Section 3.1). Important additional insights are gained by217

investigating evapotranspiration. While there are no significant trends in the model-only218

evapotranspiration (Figure 1h), significant trends are seen in the assimilated evapotran-219

spiration (Figure 1i) which mimic the TWS trends (Figure 1c). Trend patterns based on220

independent evapotranspiration datasets, e.g., Jung et al. [2009] (Figure 1g) contradict the221

assimilation results. The negative evapotranspiration trends in northern India in Figure 1i222

are a direct consequence of the water deficit induced by the assimilation of the GRACE-223

observed negative TWS anomalies. In reality, irrigation likely sustains root-zone moisture224

(as indirectly suggested by the shallow groundwater measurements) and allows evapotran-225

spiration to continue at a steady (or even increased) rate. While the assimilation of TWS226

for areas with a natural water budget should, in theory, improve the accuracy of evapotran-227

spiration variations (provided natural processes are adequately represented in the model),228

the inability of the model to simulate groundwater-supported irrigation in this case caused229

a degradation of simulated evapotranspiration when TWS was assimilated.230
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3.3 Correlation Metrics231

In this section we report correlation (R, anomR) metrics of model-only and assim-232

ilation results versus the assimilated GRACE TWS observations and versus the indepen-233

dent in situ groundwater measurements. For reference, the supplemental material provides234

maps of the long-term precipitation and TWS climatologies (Figure S1). We refer to wet235

and dry areas where the annual mean precipitation is more or less, respectively, than the236

average over India (Figure S1a).237

3.3.1 Terrestrial Water Storage238

In general, higher R values between modeled and GRACE TWS are found in the239

wetter parts of India (compare Figure 4a with Figure S1a), where the seasonal and inter-240

annual variability is stronger and where weaker or no human-induced trends from ground-241

water pumping and irrigation are expected. An exception is the wet region of southern242

India, where the seasonal cycle of precipitation is bimodal, resulting in higher errors in243

the modeled TWS time series, and thus lower R. Lower R values are generally found in244

the drier regions, where (i) the interannual and seasonal variability of both the GRACE245

and modeled TWS are lowest, as suggested by their long-term standard deviation (Figure246

S1b-c), or where (ii) trends and interannual variability are affected by anthropogenic pro-247

cesses which are not modeled, but reported by the GRACE observations (Figure 1a). By248

design, the GRACE data assimilation increases the R between the simulations and GRACE249

to a domain-average of 0.96, compared to 0.83 prior to assimilation, with the largest in-250

crease in R in drier regions (compare Figure 4b with Figure S1a), where the model fails251

to represent human-induced trends.252

The highest TWS anomR values are in the central wetter regions of India (e.g., Ma-253

harashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, West Bengal; compare Figure 4c with Figure S1a).254

The lowest anomR values are in the northwest (e.g., Punjab, Haryana, New Delhi) and in255

the south (Tamil Nadu). Low anomR values indicate poor model interannual variability256

representation, possibly due to the lack of irrigation modeling. By design, the assimilation257

strongly increases the anomR over the entire region (Figure 4d) to a domain average value258

of 0.90, versus 0.51 prior to assimilation. The largest increases are in the northwest and in259

Tamil Nadu, where anthropogenic processes affect the hydrologic interannual variability.260

The assimilation only marginally increases the anomR in the wet regions of the domain,261

where irrigation is less likely to regulate the water budget (Figure 2).262
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3.3.2 Groundwater263

The domain-average (with 95% confidence interval) R between model-only ground-264

water estimates and independent, in situ groundwater measurements equals R=0.51±0.05265

(Figure 4e). The lowest correlations are in the north (i.e., Rajasthan, Haryana, Delhi),266

south (i.e., Tamil Nadu), and east (i.e., Assam) of India. Similar to the TWS evaluation267

(Figure 4a), model performances are higher in the wet regions (compare Figure 4e with268

Figure S1a), where the seasonal and interannual variability is less affected by antropogenic269

interventions and where the model can reproduce the natural variability.270

GRACE TWS assimilation improves groundwater R in a majority (73%) of the in271

situ locations, such as Tamil Nadu (Figure 4f), but it degrades groundwater fidelity in272

some locations (e.g., northwest Orissa, north Rajasthan). Overall, the domain-average im-273

provement in R is 0.05 (not statistically significant), resulting in R=0.56±0.05 for the as-274

similation estimates. Improvements may be attributed to better representation of seasonal275

and interannual variability. This positive increase in the statistics corroborates the findings276

of Girotto et al. [2016], who demonstrated that the downscaling of vertically integrated277

and spatially coarse-scale GRACE TWS generally improves the simulation of groundwater278

at finer scales.279

The anomR between model-only groundwater and in situ measurements is consis-280

tently very low, with a domain average anomR=0.13±0.06 (Figure 4g). Higher values281

(anomR >0.4) are found in the states of Gujarat and Maharashtra, where irrigation in-282

tensity is low (Figure 2). The interannual variability of the in situ groundwater measure-283

ments is, in general, not well replicated by the model, possibly because the model does284

not simulate irrigation. The strongest improvements in simulated groundwater induced by285

GRACE data assimilation are in north-central India (Madhya Pradesh, Bihar Jharkhand)286

and in south-central India (Tamil Nadu, Kernataka; Figure 4h). Skill is degraded at some287

locations scattered throughout the country, including a cluster in the western states of As-288

sam, Orissa and Gujarat (Figure 4h). Nonetheless, on average the skill of the assimilation289

estimates is improved to anomR=0.23±0.06. These improvements imply that GRACE data290

assimilation can enhance the interannual variability of simulated groundwater in the pres-291

ence of anthropogenic processes. However, despite the relatively large anomR increase of292

0.10, the improvement is still not statistically significant, because of the low anomR values293

and the limited number of monthly sample points for validation. In any case, the very low294
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skill highlights the urgent need to improve the model representation of deep groundwater295

and of pumping and irrigation processes.296
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4 Conclusions297

Anthropogenic processes are often not included in global land surface modeling298

systems, but regional patterns in groundwater extraction and irrigation over India are ob-299

served by the GRACE satellite mission. This paper investigates the extent to which GRACE300

data assimilation can correct (or not) for errors due to missing model processes.301

The GRACE observations show strong negative TWS trends in northwest India,302

and weaker negative trends in Tamil Nadu. These trends are caused by the depletion of303

groundwater for irrigation purposes (e.g., Rodell et al. [2009]). In situ shallow ground-304

water measurements show clear trends only in southern India (Tamil Nadu). In general,305

the in situ groundwater trends are not regionally uniform and are inconsistent with the306

GRACE TWS observations. We attribute this difference to the fact that groundwater used307

for irrigation is extracted primarily from deep aquifers, which are observed by GRACE,308

but not by the (shallow) in situ groundwater measurements.309

The model-only simulation does not include groundwater extraction and therefore310

does not reproduce the significant GRACE-observed TWS trends in India. The assimila-311

tion of GRACE TWS observations introduces trends in the modeled TWS and groundwa-312

ter. But the model does not simulate deeper aquifers, and, consequently, the assimilation313

assigns the water storage updates to the model’s shallow groundwater compartment. The314

result is a crude but not entirely inaccurate accounting of vertically integrated groundwater315

storage variations. One unintended consequence, however, is that the GRACE assimila-316

tion unrealistically reduces evapotranspiration, because the model also does not simulate317

irrigation.318

The highest correlations (R) and anomaly correlations (anomR) between the model-319

only and GRACE-observed TWS are in the wetter parts of India, where the seasonal and320

interannual variability is more dominated by natural, rather than anthropogenic, processes.321

By construction, GRACE data assimilation leads to better correlations with GRACE TWS322

observations.323

We further evaluated the results in terms of the R and anomR values versus the324

(shallow) in situ groundwater measurement, which sample about half of the domain. Both325

the model-only and assimilation estimates have very low anomR versus the groundwater326

observations. We attribute this to: (1) the lack of simulation by the model of irrigation327

and irrigation return flows, (2) the fact that the in situ measurements observe only shal-328

low groundwater and thus are not representative of the total column groundwater changes329
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observed by GRACE, and (3) the limitation in the dynamic range of the modeled ground-330

water that is imposed by its depth-to-bedrock parameter.331

Despite the model’s shortcomings, GRACE data assimilation produces improvements332

(not statistically significant) in groundwater R and anomR even in areas that are strongly333

affected by anthropogenic and unmodeled processes. Finally, these results should moti-334

vate the land surface modeling and data assimilation community to better represent an-335

thropogenic impacts on the water cycle by adding the relevant processes into the model,336

including the simulation of irrigation, groundwater extraction, and deep subsurface water337

storage variations.338
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Figure 1. Trends in the (a,d,g) observed, (b,e,h) model-only, and (c,f,i) data assimilation estimates of (a,b,c)

TWS, (d,e,f) groundwater, and (g,h,i) evapotranspiration rate. The “star" marker in (a) indicates the location

of the time series shown in Figure 3. Grey colors indicate non-significant trends (p<0.05).
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Figure 2. Percentage of land area equipped for irrigation, around the year 2005 [Siebert et al., 2013].442
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(swe). Spatial correlations are indicated as x, ycorr and temporal correlations as tcorr .
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Figure 1. Jan. 2003 - Dec. 2015 average of (a) monthly mean MERRA precipitation, (b) standard deviation in monthly observed (GRACE) TWS and (c) standard deviation in

monthly model TWS. In the main paper, we refer to wet and dry areas where the mean precipitation is more or less than the average over India, respectively.
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Table 1. Ensemble perturbation parameters. Multiplicative (M) or Additive (A) perturbations are applied to precipitation (pcp), incoming solar radiation (sw), incoming longwave

radiation (lw), catchment deficit (catdef), surface excess (srfexc), and snow water equivalent (swe). Spatial correlations are indicated as x, ycorr and temporal correlations as tcorr .

cross-corr. with perturbations in

type standard deviation x,ycorr tcorr pcp sw lw

pcp M 0.5 2◦ 3 days n/a -0.8 0.5

sw M 0.3 2◦ 3 days -0.8 n/a -0.5

lw A 20 Wm−2 2◦ 3 days 0.5 -0.5 n/a

catdef A 0.30 kg m−2 hr−1 2◦ 1 days

srfexc A 0.06 kg m−2 hr−1 2◦ 1 days

swe M 0.0012 2◦ 1 days
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